
HARMAN eNOVA
AI powered Voice Assistant platform for enterprises

Skill Development SDK – Intents & ResponsesData Ownership

Custom Wake WordAutomatic Speech Recognition

Multimodal Experiences – Voice and ChatNatural Language Understanding

Speech Synthesis Secure and GDPR Compliant

Reference Hardware for Customization On-Premise and Cloud Deployment 

Conversational AI can fundamentally transform an organization, providing more ways of 
communicating with customers, while facilitating stronger interactions and greater 
engagement. HARMAN's conversational AI platform enables businesses to build, test, and 
launch voice-enabled solutions to create conversational experiences. 
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System Integration – Device to Cloud, CMS & PMSHyper-Personalized Experiences 

Languages: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian, Portuguese, MandarinLanguages: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian, Portuguese, Mandarin



APPLICATIONS

= Real-time language translation

= Conference set-up, attendee identification, taking notes, 
identifying action points etc.

= Smart Conference Solution: Efficient & hassle-free meeting 
experience

Enterprise

= Digital front-desk always at your service

= Control the gadgets in-room through voice
= Next gen. guest experience for Hotels, Cruise lines etc.

Hospitality

= Recommendations based on past shopping trends & 
preferences

= New Age Retail experience including Voice, AR & Analytics

= Voice enabled product search, select, order etc.

Retail

PARTNER WITH AN INDUSTRY EXPERT

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected 
products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and 
enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 
audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions, 
and services supporting the Internet of Things. With leading 

® ® ® ®brands including AKG , Harman Kardon , Infinity , JBL , 
® ® ®Lexicon , Mark Levinson  and Revel . HARMAN is admired 

by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues 
where they perform around the world. More than 50 
million automobiles on the road today are equipped with 
HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software 
services power billions of mobile devices and systems that 
are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, 
from work and home to car and mobile.

HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people 
across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, 
HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung 
Electronics Co., Ltd.

services.harman.com
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eNova is engineered to deliver 
best experiences across Linux (Smart Speakers) 
and Android (Phones, Tablets, Speakers)

Banking

= Voice enabled digital assistant for Smart Bank Branches
= 24*7 assistance through interactive voice bot

= Voice Biometric for customer identification

and many more. Contact us at VoiceAI@harman.com
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